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In session 2 p. in.
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Little Blonde, Tildy Wolf- - plication for a new trial because of P.. Arnold, the girl's father, and two
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Continued on Page Four.
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Governor W. C. McDonald attended (By Special 7asei wire to New Mexican)
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Santa Fe people went to the Duke day, it became known that the proCity yesterday to be present at the posed nomination of Judge William
function. The meeting yesterday was C. Hook, of Kansas, to the Supreme
the first which the association has Court had been held up and probably
held for two years and there were would not be sent to the Senate today
many questions to be threshed out at as President Taft had intended.
the session. The governor will return
According to Kansans at the White
House today, the latest protests
to the Capital tomorrow.
Post Office Notes.
against Judge Hook have grown out
Horace R. Titlow has been desig- of an Oklahoma case in which an atnated as acting postmaster of the tempt was made to secure dining car
fourth class office at Sappello, San and sleeping car privileges for neThe Vnited
States court.
groes.
Miguel county.
Arrest by Mounted Police.
Judge Hook concurring, decided that
to
Ruperto Encinias, charged with cat- it was optional with the railroad
tle stealing, was arrested yesterday furnish these cars for negroes. Repat Las Vegas by Mounted Policeman resentative Anthony of Kansas, told
A A. Sena. The cattle, Sena charges, President Taft today, that many newere sold to the authorities at the groes in his state had withdrawn
their protests against Judge Hook.
state penitentiary.
Although friends qf Judge Hook
Homestead Entries.
The following entries were record- were not ready today to admit that
ed in the local land office yesterday: the latest protests will prevent his
nomination, it was said the President
Til Brentari, Gallup; Henry H.
has opened up the whole
question
Gallup; John Cariasco, Monero;
James J. Smith, Estancia; George again and that Secretary of Commerce
and Senator SutherP'alconer, Mcintosh; Samuel J. Shirl- and Labor Nagel,
coney, Estancia; David Fisk, Moriarty, land, of Utah, are again being
sidered. Mr. Xagel was not present
Alvin M. Harris, Colmer.
at the Cabinet meeting today. It is
Treasurer's Receipts.
advoThe following sums of money were well known that he has a strong
Wickersham
received yesterday in the office of the cate in Attorney General
state treasurer, 0. X. Matron : Fidel and other members of the President's
official family.
Cordoba, treasurer of Taos cojnty,
Charles D. Miller, state engi-aer- ,
$11)0.90;
IS A MARGIN
stream gauging'fund, $130; Cleo-fe- s WHAT ANSWERED BY WITNESS.
Romero, superintendent of the
state penitentiary, convicts' earnings,
John M. Chaplin Tells cf Weekly Sum-
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near where Dionicio Gonzales, Antonio NOT
Gonzales and Francisco Gaualdon
were arrested. They were bound over
to the grand jury under $1,000 bond.

The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

I

imrm iimni

mi

thiiiiii iirnini

m.

into the crowd of weak,
weary, depressed; or are
you filled with vitality and
energy?
Health is the founda-

the

Quality and Large Variety of

tion of success.

" Soltaire " floods.

Nerves, Brain, and

Always the Leader

Body should be staunch

dependable.

Scott's Emulsion

CASH

No. 40.

Santa Fe. Telephone

Corner Plaza,
PURCHASES.

Southern
ALL

WITH

GO.

GROCERY

WINTER

WE

REGISTER

GIVE

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

TICKETS

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

is
the best of
the firm footing for health.
food-tonic- s,

Killed in Wreck.
Fireman Walter H. Dent, killed in
:t wreck on the Southern Pacific near
ALL DRUGGISTS
Benson, Arizona, last week, was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. George Dent of
Eleven years before
WHEN VELMA READS.
Albuquerque.
(Carleton G. Garretson in Judge). Dent's brother was killed while workWhen Velma reads the printed page ing as a trainman in Michigan. The
took place on the same
Her thoughts are flying here and
date.
here;
For hers, forsooth, 's the flighty age
Poolroom Men Arrested.
Her mind is everywhere.
Three indictments were returned at
When Velma reads, of course, she El Paso against three poolroom men,
thinks,
charging in one instance that minors
Though little of her open book
are permitted to remain in the pool
She dreams of dances, skating rinks, room and in the others that gambling
Of drive and quiet nook.
is permitted. The men arrested are:
C. E. Pollock, J. H. Adams and StafWhen Velma reads, the thought-wave- s
ford .Campbell.

rise
In telepathic symphony;

Albuquerque

Man

Found Dead.
Joseph B. Carson, a prominent citiThrough
zen of Solano, eastern Mora county,
dead on the porch
was found
When Velma reads! Oh, fairest boon!
R.
son
his
of
home
of
Her thoughts with happiness are H. theCarson.
was
fully
He
Black
rife.
and had been' out the day beBut she'll give up her Teading soon, diessed
a petition asking for
fore
circulating
For she's to be my wife.
his appointment as court commission
er.
He was a wiuower ana two suns
He
and a daughter survive him.
was aged 67 years.
AROUND THE STATE
And each wave, like a

love-bird-

,

flies

barren space to me.

Phone Black

Phone

LEO HERSCH

45

45

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

SUITS,
'

OIL OR

PILLS BUT GA5CARETS

No Odds How Sick Your
What They Call Fun.
Stomach;
Sheriff Duran was called to quiet a
How Hard Your Head Aches or
disturbance in Happy Hollow which
How Billious Cascarets Make
occurred at a dance, says the Santa
You Feel Great
Rosa Sun, one fiddle being completeYou men and women who somehow
ly demolished and Feliciano Griego
i battered
can't get feeling right who have an
beyond recognition.
almost daily headache, coated tongue,
foul taste and foul breath, dizziness,
Three Accidents at Questa.
On one day, at Questa, Taos county, can't sleep, are billious, nervous and
Juan Sisneros was thrown from his upset, bothered with sick, gassy, disbronco and rendered unconscious; ordered stomach, or have backache
Millard Pavne was thrown from a and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping clean inside with
load of wood and had three ribs broken and his back wrenched, and Theo- Cascarets, or merely forcing a pasdore Phipps was found unconscious sage way every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
with a large bump near his temple.

I

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1911

M.

Runaway Learns Lesson.
Gus Wiedemann, aged sixteen years,
Charged With Pistol Toting.
of. Albuquerque,
whose reform school
Jose Gonzales was arrested at El
two weeks ago, and
expired
parole
a
for
Paso
carrying pistol.
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
who ran away from home, was found
at Gallup by two Santa Fe firemen
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
Killed a Saloonkeeper.
on the tender of an engine pulling
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
with
killing into Gallup.
John Oleson, charged
The boy had . suffered
Charles E. Graham, a saloonkeeper at severely from hunger, cold and ex
El Paso, is on trial for murder.
posure and as soon as he recovers at
are ordering in car-lothe Gallup hispital, he will be glad
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
Fire Destroys Barn.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
to return home.
on
The large barn of E. P. Layton
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
the Berrendo farm near Roswell was
This Is "Courting" Trouble.
and Arizona purchasers.
destroyed by fire on Saturday afterThere is going to be something do
noon.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
ing in Hudson, Colo., next Saturday
night, when the married women of
Established 1900
Squire Hartt Sells Out.
&
the town will give a leap year ball, to
"
State Senator Squire Hartt, Jr., has which each one will invite and escort
Mexico
New
Albuqurque,
L1NDEMANN CO.
sold his mercantile tock at Taos to the husband of some other woman
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
Herman Kiser and Harburger of Eli- been
Numerous invitations Have
zabethtown.
sent out already, and gossip is flying
thick and fast over the teacups. Every
Died of Hemorrhage.
a
husband is wearing
in
his
.A.
died
suddenly
J
Mackey
is waiting to
each
Incidentally
grin.
a
tent at Roswell, from
hemorrhage
be like, if
will
choice
what
see'
wifey's
at
His parents live
of the lungs.
she ever gets the nerve to send her inPipestown, Minnesota.

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

LEARN ARDLIN DEM ANN COMPANY

important.
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and sour gases; take the
excess bile from the liver and carry
out of the system all fhe decomposed
waste matter and poison in the intestines and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will straighten

box
you out by morning a
from any drug store will keep your
entire family feeling good for months.
Don't forget the children. They love
Cascarets because they taste good
do good never gripe or sicken.

Friar,

LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
Near Union Depot;

333 HICKOX STREET,
PHONE, RED

100-

-

vitation.

Four Operated on For Appendicitis.
W. H.
At the Roswell hospital,

Chicken Thieves.

and a man who
Ira Ritter,
Dr. H. A. Ingalls,
Ward of Ricardo;
ocon numerous
Miss Xanna Yater and H. M. Sheets has been arrested
casions charged with various offenses,
were operated on for appendicitis.
is again in the county jail at AlbuThe latest charge against
querque.
Took Shot at Conductor.
out of the
Several tramps ejected from a San- Ritter is larceny, growing
two weeks ago of four
ta Fe box car near Chappelle, took theft about
from the home of S. F. Vorhes
shots at the conductor through the turkeys
Besides
1214 North Fourth street.
windows of the caboose narrowly miss
Ritter, two other men, Walter Sons-troing Conductor Stewart.
and Roy Anderson, were also
with
taken into custody,
charged
Husband Could Not Find Work.
theft.
in
the
accomplices
being
20
Mrs. Helen Miller, aged
years,
in a rage because her husband, a staDog Saves Baby From Coyotes.
tionary engineer at Chicago, could
A faithful shepherd dog saved
not find work, tore $43 in greenbacks
James Hinnell, ten miles
to pieces and started to burn them
north of Roswell, by holding at bay a
when arrested.
of
coyotes that had surfour-year-o-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

$

TO

All

Parts

of The World

MntlPV an ,nconven'ence by Purchasing Wells
JdfV lUwliCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

payaftic

TAroufnoui

it c

Tonorlo

vuiiuuu,

Movlm

mwAiw

anqanrorei
countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j j

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
as
equipment and the place will be known hereafter
to
the
will
be
endeavor
give
THE STAR BARN. My
best service to the public and will keep thes business
line
open at all times day and night, with
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.

SICKLY

CHILDREN

I

Made Strong and Rosy by Vinol It
Makes Them Eat
Pale, sickly children usually havo
first-claspoor appetites. But you can get them
to eating heartily in a few days by
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
giving them Vinol, our delicious tonic,
in teaspoonful doses. There is a book
J. R. CREATH.
Yours for Business
Phone Main 139.
in every package that tells exactly
Santa Fe. N. M.
130 San Francisco St.
what to do for such children.
"Seven years ago when my littl
girl was two years old," says Mrs.
Carl Wittenberg of Brooklyn, "she
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
was quite delicate and we gave her
AND
Vinol. It helped her so much that
this spring when the doctor said she
For Best Laundry Work
had weak lungs and needed blood, I
knew Vinol would do her good again.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY I started her on it right away and it
does her far more good than all the
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
doctor's medicines. I feel like we
are putting new life into our little girl
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop when we give her Vinol."
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Children like to take Vinol for the
sl,ve'lnisATISFACTION
taste is pleasant, and we guarantee
Etching on Glass f I GUAR ANTEED Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2
that Vinol will build them up and
and Brass
make them strong if it does not, 'we
LACASSACiNE'
Try a New Mexican want ad. L give back your money. The Capital
J05 San Francisco Street.
brings isulls.
Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Imperial Laundry

SIGN
PAINTING

PAUL P.

Hardware We Have

If lt

Phone 14.

AND

WAY,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

112.

It

Pnone 14

Better Farming in New Mexico.
This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Purop 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. Head-

T

J.
u you
uon I consider me cosi. If
have work for a Gasoline Engine
The price will
see us about it.
be surprisingly low. If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

It

-

GORMLEY'S

1

MERCHANDISE

GENERAL

-

At-

FE

SANTA

STORE,

114.

Sixth race, selling one mile. Pipe
Vision, 101; Fern L., X Ed Keck, U3;
Maizie Girl, Rubinon, Little March-mont- ,
106; Gelico, Han-nis- ,
10J;
108.
X

Apprentice allowance.
REGULATIONS
TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED,

Interstate Commerce Commission Will
Make Further Inquiry Into Necessity of Order.
Special leased Wire to New MtMU)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 7. Proposed regulations regarding
and
of fruits from California, which would have the effect of
materially increasing the shipping
charges, have been suspended by the
Interstate Commerce Commission un
til June 1, pending an inquiry.

(Ft

pre-icin- g

ViCENTE CASTELLANOS
BISHOP OF CAMPECHE,
'.Bv Special Leased Tii-- to New Mexican)
Rome, Feb. 7. The appointment of
Vicenzo Castellanos as bishop of Campeche in Mexico, was announced at
the Vatican today.

There Is more Catarrh in this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to "ure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be
constitutional disease an' therefore
treatment.
requires constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars for any case
it fails to cure. Send for circulars

snarling
pack
rounded the youngster, who was tryToo Much Sunday Celebrating.
off with his tiny fists.
In addition to several boys dis- ing to beat them
was on his way to a
fellow
The
little
with a reprimand, fifteen
charged
house
when he was surneighbor's
persons were given jail sentences of rounded about half' a mile from his
ten days each at Albuquerque
for
home. A round-uwi.l be made by
celebrating Sunday in their own pe the
neighborhood this week of coyotes,
culiar way.
wolves and wildcats, which are infesting the neighborhood to a greater
Arizona Election Returns.
and testimonials.
R. A. Kirk has been appointed a extent than ever before.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toto
election
the
take
special messenger
ledo, Ohio.
Six Marriage Licenses.
returns of Arizona as canvassed by
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
At Las Vegas, yesterday, six marthe official board, to Washington, D.
folTakes Hall's Family Pills for conC, expecting to arrive there on Feb- riage licenses were issued to the
lowing: Teodora Vigil, 16, San Miguel, stipation.
ruary 7.
ar.d Epitacio Arrellanes, 19, Cerrito;
Irena Gallegos, 21, Las Vegas, and
Robbers Loot Warehouse.
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
Three men with a wagon drawn by Alejandro Roberto Lopez, 24, Los
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
and
Eufracio
26,
Garcia,
four burros broke into he warehouse Vigiles;
Free booklet tells about 360,000
of the Las Vegas Mercantile Company Francisquita Gutierrez 19, both of
but were disturbed, however manag- Las Ventanas; Maria Marcos Galle- protected positions, in U. S. Civil Ser
More than 40,000 vacancies
ing Xp get away with five sacks of gos, 22, and Jose Dionicio Bustamante vice.
lifetime
employment
flour. A freight car with flour for both of Puertecito; Jesusita M. Florez every year,
Charles Ilfeld was also broken open 42, and Jose Pedro Martinez, 5S, both Easy to get Just ask for examlna.
Now Mexico Civil Ser
and three sacks of flour taken out. of San Joe; Fidelma Silva, 17' and tlon booklet
The thieves were traced to Tecolote Juan Abenicio Gallegos, 18, both of vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
462.
East Las Vegas.
p

WE HAVE SUCCEEDED DOING BUSINESS THIS
WE ARE NOT GOING TO CHANGE OUR SYSTEM.

Third race, selling, seven furlongs.
X DeCesarion, 90; Sam Connor. My
cenae, 97; X Bit of Fortune, 107; Heretic, Abound, Boana, 109; Virginia
Lindsey, 110; Braxton, New Capital,
Tallowdip, Mapleton, Charles Green,
Black Mate, 112. High range, 115.
Fourth race, handicap, one mile.
Labold, 90; Uncle Ben, 101; Arasee,
106; Meadow, 120; Injury, 122.
Fifth race, selling, six furlongs.
Ymir, 99; The Bailiff's Daughter, Delaney, 102; X Gold Finn, 104; Oxer,
10S; Flying Wolf, 111;
Chapultepec, B

--

J. CRICHTON

GOOD.

110; Brave Withers, Balella, Stafford,
Doc Allen, Crowsfoot, 111 Meter, 7. B.
Robinson, Gramercy, High Street, 112;
Van Den, 115.
Second race, selling, six furlongs.
Batwa, Gift, 100; Gaaranola,
Dudo,
103; Moralight, 104; Free 107; Great

ad

R.

WE HAVE BEEN HAMMER NG AWAY A LONG TIME TRYING
TO DRIVE ONE THOUGHT INTO THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE
OF THE COMMUNITY THAT WE WILL NOT SELL HARDWARE
TO ANYONE AT ANY PRICE 1 HAT WE DO NOT KNOW TO BE

Five Deaths.
At Albuquerque, William Houghton
a Union printer, died of tuberculosis.
He came to Albuquerque a year ago
from New York.
CARPENTERS
Roy Blumenthal
aged 29 years, died at Albuquerque
AND CABINET MAKERS.
of a hemorrhage.
Mrs. Samantha
Madlock, aged 38 years, died at Albuquerque, leaving besides her husband five minor children.
Mrs. Em- FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
of
wife
car
Pierce,
ily
inspector Jas.
H. Pierce, died
at Clovis.
Three
daughters besides her husband sur- All Work Guaranteed
Phone. Red 115
vive.
The funeral took place at Las
Clarence Elwood Lewis, who
Vegas.
came to Las Vegas a year ago from
Dayton, Ohio, died at the home of
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
his sister, Mrs. H. C. Young in the
Meadow City.
He was 40 years old,
La Salle
a machinist by trade, and leaves a
wife and four children.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.3
Telephone II.
ENTRIES FOR JUAREZ, MEXICO,
RACES TOMORROW AFTERNOON. Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
(Bv Special Leased Wire tn Now Mexican 1
'
Short Orders at All Hours.
Juarez, Mex., Feb. 7 Entries for
tomorrow:
First Tace, selling, six furlongs, San BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
diss.
Bernito, X Bill Eaton, X King Elk, French Noodle Order 20c.
New Tors Chop Suey 50c
Pearl,
107; Bob Farley, 109; Flying

J. P. Steed

Why Import Mineral Water
:

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

?

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. .Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

CO.

FRANK ffl. JONES, n.B,d!-

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates. .

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

Wood

WHOLESALE
AKD RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. 4 S. F. Depot,
Telephone 85

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

q
4

Telephone 85

SSKS

OU DONT

ECOXOMIfcEV ANYMORE THAXAMXN

A
PRICES OKFIXE
mm MIZE.
ERLY REPRESENTS
SMOKES

ARBT00

TBS CENT CIGAR. TO ECONO
WOJZFC TftAT PROP
YOUR PERS ONALITi

TO USEPINCHED

REASONABLE-TOR.YO-

LETTERING AND SHODDY
tsjas vsp rov fTAjvr

WORK.
to b& cejumcr.

...

THE NEW " MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
Santa Fe,

THE QUALITY SHOP,"

New Mexico.

"SP HAROOURTdCO. B8SSS8fl

& Son

Restaurant

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
Fer hire at

CmiCl'S

IACK

apulw irises
LINE

Smuggles and saddle

Phetw Bias

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Pbene us, we will

btf glad to

call fer

hers,

THEODORE CORRICK,

:

fop.

1U.

WOODi'S HACK LINK
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.

your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
the north bound train and arrives at
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good covers hacks and good
teams. Fare SS.OO round trip. Teams
furnished commerc'sl men to take In
Try a New Mexican wmt Ad. It the surrounding tomns. Wire Kmbude
Station.
o rings reunite

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

7, 1912.
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Essays:

WE DO WHAT WE ADVERTISE
i

Enormous
Reduction

Regular Price.
A Whirlwind of Values in
H
A
X
rt
IHdArt'
f4
hoes ! i4
Worn
I1U U11IU1CII
5

We Are Now Making
be adequately ex

:ve Y

in this space and
must be seen to be appreciated

SCATTERED

PROFITS

Season we will make up any
Suit or Overcoat in the house

AT
THE WINDS

TO

Sale Price

20c. a Pair.

CHEAP

$20

100

WEEK ONLY

of

Men's

or Lace.
than 5.

C3

NOW LADIES,

$3. 5

To Select Your Material

GUN METAL

$1.50

Boys' School

V,;

of fine
Kid with heavy or
shoes-Vi-

ci

es.

il

Your choice,

bus.

Your
Choice

for ROUGH WEAR
made from the very

o

than during the rush season.

Their Wearer

We want them to

iM

the

new nob toe always
sold for $3.00 wilt
extension soles.

Sensational Price

get together at
our store.
Boys Pat Leather
Gun metal button
& Blucher wide
extension soles
broad toe and flat
heels reg $2.25
values. Sizes from
8 to II
1-

$2.15

Your
Choice

-2

$1.45

H
X
CO

r
O

v

Don't You think

zr

Boys Shoes and

50 pair left in Pat
Kid and Gun m etal.

we can give it more attention

X

$ 1 .75

$2.15

$3.15

n
in

Regular values from
$2.75 to $3.50. Sale
Price,

siz-

Button with

Shoes

Just the thing

$1.35

BUTTON

in
in

O

best of material.

Sold
light soles.
regularly for $2.25.

Broken lots and

X

rm

$1.75

large assortment

A

Season latest styles
Rig $3.50 and $4.00
while they last.

we will make up the material

The Pleasure

I

Hoisery for Less

in

I

SPECIAL PRICES FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

it pays to buy the

BEGINNING FEBRUARY FIRST

I

I

I

best?

!

I

Our Regular $40.00 and $45.00 Suits for

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

very best of material.
Regular values from
$2.75 to $3.50. Sale
Price

$1.35 A PAIR.

Shoes for Men the

EAST SIDE PLAZA

Every pair

Woman Shoes

m

TailorQ
(fapital
cvunvjc vnnwfi

rough
the

wear, made from

SHOES,

1

UMMER SUITS

for your inspection. Our Fabrics are the
Very Swellest Creations.

Just the thing for

size larger

LADIES'

for Men, all styles
and all leathers,
Pat. Colt, Gun
Metal in lace or
button. Values
up to $4.50. Spot
Cash,

IS THE TIME,

Latest Pattern Plates

No
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latest patterns and colors and the
:
:
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COME IN AND LOOK US OVER.
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Are ready to received you with the
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FOR ONE
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CHILDREN'S
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Chi150 pair of Babies' Lot No. 2 100 pairs Lot. No. 3 Patent Lot No.
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of
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ues
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up to $2. All
lace.
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sizes
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for $1.75.
up to ,13 12.
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Better Values For Less.

ARE HERETO STAY
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In order to fill in the slack
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O
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button or lace welt
sewed soles all this
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extra heavy ribbed Hose
CO
Large size Reg 35c. Sale price
2 pair for 25c.
Childrens medium heavy
Ribbed Reg 20c. Sale 10c a Pair.
Boy

X

O

Mens Wool Hose fancy stripe
Reg Price 55c. Sale price 20 a

seasons styles Red
$3.50 and $4.00

Pair.
Ladies Fancy Hose light
weigh Reg 35c. .Sale price 20c a

Yours for Cash
Yours

for Cash

$3.50

$2.65
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Pair.
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For quick and definite results.
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It is the evenness of the tem- ditions."
belonged
R. N. Clokey, Albino Enclnias, Car
as replying that fie did not see where the United States, only
From
(Continued
One.)
Page
'
to the Yellow Pine Lumber Manufac- perature at Santa Fe, the fact that it
los Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all oi
It
a
anything could be--- done for them."
that
Senate
developed
docuBut who wants does not-ruto extremes in cold or ment ordered
Conditions of that kind are reflected turers' Association.
last summer re- tificates issued in other jurisdictions: Glorteta, N. M.
heat, that makes it the best climate lating to the printed
MANUEL R. OTERO,
in most every town, large and small, facts and figures?"
did not con- Paul D. Thomas, Albuquerque John
Everglades,
iu
world
the
for those who are ill.
and even in Santa Fe, throughout the
tain the Teport made by former De- C. Watson, Deming; L.'C. Collins, SanThe daily press reeks with tales of
partment Engineer J. O. Wright, as ta Fe; Charles T. Ross, Silver City.
country. The causes lie deep in niany
Herewith are'some bargains offered.'
crima. 'A PERAMBULATING FEDERAL
revised by Chief Engineer Elliott, but
instances, and the remedies are of blood and lust and shame and
Supreme Court.
by the New Mexican PrintlBKCom-pany- : iur $4 Shoe
What
are
causes?
the
COURT.
"
contained a second revision made by
slow application. It is all right to say
The State Supreme Court met this
Any Code of Civil Procedure of the Jther $5 ShoeEquals
Have you the eyes of a potato that
The Roswell Morning News puts Wright after he had left the emDlov
Made
that these seven thousand men should
10 o'clock. Case No. 1436,
at
morning
New
of
Mexico.
1897, sheep
Territory
up a spacious argument when it says of the government to become chief
take up a homestead each, of go to you cannot see?
Griffith's
Territory of New Mexico. aDDellee. vs. boand, SI ; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
Have you the leaf ears of the corn? mat Kosweu ought to have a session ' engineer of Florida. In a letter tn Felix
Muniz
and
places where there is a dearth of
Manuel
appelDuran,,
Code WE WARRANT THEM
Missouri
If you have the eyes to see and ears of the federal court once a year bo '
$5;
forms,
Pleading
Secretary Wilson on November 25, lant.
from tbe-j- ; distMct court
workingmen, but because of the fact to
PleaJlngs. 16; the two for $10. FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
hear, use them. Act according to mat litigants in the lower Pecos Val Mil, Wright said that in the revision of TaosAppeal
that public schools and colleges are
reset for hearing at Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
county,
what you see and hear.
would not need to travel the long of the report, he had been aided by tne March
ley
session. Case No. 1441, J. of New
bending every energy to train up men
Don't be a vegetable.
Mexico, 1889, 19 91 and 103,
distance to Santa Fe. Does the News Senator Fletcher.
G. Daily,
for "white shirt sleeve" jobs instead of
appellee, vs. G. E. Fitzgerald,
English and, Spanish pamphletB, $2.25;
that
suppose
did
condocument
The
not
Senate
will
on
litigants
sleep
district
from
appellant,
the
in
instruction
appeal
maingiving
agriculture,
State Senator Isaac Barth would their
rail leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexlbk
an entire year before tain the circular to the public which court of Bernalillo
county, argued and Cover Pock't Dockets,
taining school gardens and farms, or like to put off the municipal elections seekingrights
Secis
was
it
adjudication
of
single, " $1.26; Boys' Shoes from $1,50 up.
their
by
charged
submitted.
M.
suppressed
Case
No.'
quarrel,
1398, James
having manual training courses, the until next spring so that in the mean- or that Uncle Sam will
raore
or
two
$1
eack. New
books,
Wilson;
oft
retary
the
put
Mayes, plaintiff in error, vs. W. J.
less efficient men drop out of the race while, the
Call and see my line before
Legislature could pass a trial of offenders until the court gets
Bassett, et al.. defendant In error, sub- M'xico Eurresse Court Reports, sfos
iu! m.yiu,ment ror wnicn tney nave practical
commission
amd
government around to a particular place? Nor is PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. mitted on briefs.
inclusive, 83.30 each. Com
making your purchase.
"I
teen fitted by education and training statute adapted to conditions
in New it
often that litigation or a trial
InTatlOB CorporatioH Laws, 75 e.' Gam
Your druggist will refund TnnneT .if
The Owen Contest!
and become driftwood that eventually Slexico. The plan is a verv eood one is very
disposed of at one
As the New Mexican Went ttt press, tdlattoa Mining Lawi. O e
Money'!
PAZO OtNTMBNT fail to cure anr
cannot be reclaimed for any kind of but the State Constitution seems to 'in nnany
other words, a
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case
Blind,
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Itching,
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How About That Fire Insurance?

:

'

Then Act!

Think About It

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

charac-humanit-

y

-

.

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

HOTELS

Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

n

Short Orders run Day

j,y

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

Good Food

Srx-e-

Good Food, Good Cooking

Good Food, Good Cooking, Good Service
Under the

o

Management.

'

,

.';''

n

Phone Black

i

9492-0740-

1--

GRIFFITH

Dress Shoes

-

r
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$2.50 up.
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THE LATEST ABOUT PETER.
(From Judge).
Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater,
Had a wife and tried to beat her;
But his wife was a suffragette,
And Peter's in the hospital yet.

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

.

hi

EslabUshed 1856.

f

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

-

,

1903.

Incorporated

Off

I

if

H. F. STEPHENS,

Special for One Week Only I
OKI

Cosme Griego, a mining man of
Pena Blanca, Sandoval county, was
here on business.
George Murray of Moriarty, Torrance county, a ranchman, ifs in the
city buying supplies.
Juan Pacheco, a business man of
Lumberton, Rio Arriba county, was
in the city on business.
J. C. Jones, a cattleman living near
Cuba, Sandoval county, was in the
city transacting business.
Toribio Ortiz, a ranchman living
near Espanola, is in the city selling
alfalfa in the local market.
Frank AVorley, a ranchman from
Pecostown, was in the city selling
produce in the local markets.
Quinto Romero, a ranchman of Venus, southern Santa Fe county, was
in Santa Fe visiting friends.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, chairman of the
atBoard of county commissioners,
tended the meeting of the board.
ChiA. M. Bergere returned from
cago on Monday, where he was called on matters pertaining to insurance.
a barber of Sacra?H..- J. Wilson,
mento, .California, arrived in the city

Suits

e

Tailor-Mad-

Stylish Effects
SELIGMAN

I

P.

BOOS. COMPANY,

::::::

0. Box, 219.

.tA,' B. Renehan was a business visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
Mrs. Minnie Brumbach,
stenographer, has returned from Estaneia.
The infant child of Adjutant General and Mrs. A. S. Brooks is very ill.
Juan Angel, a ranchman of Cow
Springs'; was in the city buying supplies.
Tomas Sanchez, a ranchman
from
Kennedy, was here transacting business.
Neil B. Field, the well known attorney of Albuquerque, is a guest at the
Palace.
Secundino Garcia, a ranchman living near Moriarty, is in the city on
business.
Attorney Ralph Easley has returned
from Estaneia where he attended district court.
Editor M. M. Padgett of the Las Vegas Optic came up from Albuquerque
this noon.
Desiderio Romero, a ranchman from
Pecos, is in the city attending to some
legal business.
Douglas Walker and T. J. Evans
have returned from Las Vegas in the
Staab motor car.
Lillian Sutherland, of Tres Piedras,
is a visitor in the city and a guest

at the Sanitarium.

New Spring Styles
Latest Models

Swell

Phone 36

si

BUENA VISTA LOMA
ADDITION

-

" n

i

Manicuring,
.

NOW OPEN.
anVne desiring to build.
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.

Massaging,

Vacuum Treatment.

Chiropody,

Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
kinds of hair work done.
&BO TA,
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
343 San Francisco St
Phone 5075

at

See us

SPECIAL PRICE to

Tomas P.ri'o, a ranchman from near
Fcx, was in the city on business conFormer Sheriff H. C. Kinsell, a necied with the public school of
from m:ir Stanley, is a vis- - section.
itor in the city and a guest at the
Francis K. Wood, of the law firm
Montezuma.
of Marron and Wood, member of the
Colonel E. AY. llolison departed for constitutional
convention with offices
his home in Albuquerque last even- in
Albuquerque, is in the city on legal
to
after
business
ing,
legal
attending
business before the state supreme
in Santa Fe.
court.
Ramon Bustos, jury commissioner
O. X. Marion, state treasurer,
is
from Santa Cruz, attended the ses
sion of the commission at the county expected from Albuquerque today. He
attended the session of the State
court house.
Mrs. E. Clark, wife of the merchant Hankers' Association which was held
of Alcalde, Rio Arriba county, arrived in Albuquerque.
in Santa Fe last night and is a guest'
G. T. Yilhe!m, of Roswell, the eloc- at the Palace.
trician, who has the contract for re- County Treasurer Eugenio Romero,; wiring the Palace hotel, arrived in
the prominent lumberman of Las Ye-- ! the city yesterday afternoon and res-gadeparted for his. home in the istered at the Palace.
Meadow City last evening.
w. D. McGillivrav of a Cincinnati
Mr,, Kauffman, formerly of Raton, manufacturing concern, is in Santa
who will conduct the new garage Fp todily
looking over some of the
being built on Water street, arrived nPWv acquired
machinery for the
in the city with his family.
Xew Mexican's binderv.
Joe Granito, clerk of the school
Assessor Xarciso Sanchez of Cha-oboard of Cerrillos, was in the city
ho s,,ri11
business with County School Su-- ' Tpita- Rio An'iba coVntyciu i. ...- stveiai ua.s m me
vcr ntendent .T. Y. ronwv.
with
Attorney W. J. Lucas, member of Denver & Rio Grande road today
the board of bar examiners, came over! Max uuran, a weanny sneep raiser 01
from Las Vpkik vtaP,iv oft,,,.,,,, Ortiz, Colorado.
.;
The friends of Levi A. Highes will
attend a meeting of the board.
H. E. Lutz, an attorney of Denver, bt pleased to learn that he is recoverwho has been here on business con- - ing rapidly from a long and severe
e
nected with a case before the State siege of illness. He recently
ed from Ojo Caliente where he went
Court, has returned home,
Lon C. Blankenship, a deputy sher- - to take the springs for rheumatism.
iff of Roosevelt county, arrived in the
O. X. Marron state treasurer, recity from his home in I'ortales yester- turned from Albuquerque last evening.
day and is a guesi at the Montezuma. He was present at the sessions of the
H. S. Galles and ('. s. Quickel came State Bankers' Association
yesterday
up from Albuquerque yesterday in a and at the banquet of the association
motor car. They made the distance held last
night at the Hotel Alvarado.
here in two hours and
minMr.
Mrs. Xuna Raymond, for
and
utes.
Charles T. Ross, an attorney of Sil- many years residents of Las Cruces
ver City, is in the city to present his some fifteen years ago, and who since
certificate for admittance to the state have been living abroad nd touring
bar and to qualify before the Sifpreme the world, are coming to Las Cruces
to visit in February, accompanied by
Coiirt.
their nieces, Misses Amelita Frenger
R. C. Rankin, of Las Vegas, assistant traveling auditor and bank ex- and Sophia McCown. They will visit
aminer, attended the meeting of the their relatives, Niima Franger and
State Bankers' Association at Albu- wife, and Mr. and Mrs. George Franger, and many entertainments will be
querque.
Judge A. B. Fall and family have given in their honor while here. The
rented the F. C. Wilson house on Cap- dedication of the new Masonic temple
itol Heights, the negotiations for the will take place during Mr. Raymond's
J. H. Sloan cottage not having been visit in Cruces, as he has donated
$5,000 for the building of the temple,
closed.
Rafael Garcia, a member of the making the large modern temple posstate legislature and his wife, have sible for the Masons of the Mesilla
moved up from Albuquerque and will Valley. Rio Grande Republican.
make Santa Fe their permanent residence.
WESTERN BASEBALL LEAGUE
Former Governor Mills and Editor
MEETS AT CHICAGO.
M. M. Padgett of Las
Vegas, went to
Albuquerque yesterday and are spend- Two Club Franchises Transferred and
ing a few days there in consultation
Oklahoma City Asks to Be
with politicians.
Put on the Map.
Alvan X. White, superintendent of
public instruction, will go to Albuquer- By Special Leased Wire to Now Mcxlenn
que tomorrow where he will meet and
Feb. 7. President
Chicago, 111.,
accompany Mrs. White and their child- C'Xeil called the annual meeting of
ren to Santa Fe.
the Western Baseball League to order
Probate Judge Julius Staab, the
and announced that he had received a
of Albuquerque, and a memmessage from Oklahoma City asking
ber of the state board of bar examin- if it would be possible for that city
ers, arrived in the city at noon and to get a Western League franchise.
attended the organization and session There are now no clubs available for
of the reappointed board this after transfer and the
request was filed.
noon.
The first formal work of the meeting
G. H. Van Stone, member of the was the transfer of ownership of the '
state corporation
left Wichita Club from Frank Isbell to the
commission,
the city yesterday for Estaneia where Wichita Athletic Association. This
he will be absent for a few days.
club has been e bone of contention be- Mrs. Maud Bloom of Jemez, Sando tween Pueblo and Wichita.
For a
val county, daughter of Judge and part of last season, the club was at
Mrs. John R. McFie, is in the city Pueblo, and objection to its removal
visiting her parents. She will be in to Wichita from which place it was
the city for two weeks.
taken to Pueblo was made by the PuG. W. McKean, district manager of eblo people. Another transfer, which
the Western Union Telegraph and required official action by the league
Cable Company, G. D. Dodson and J. was the turning over of the Des
C. Phillips, linemen in the employ of Moines Baseball Club to Frank Isbell
the same company, and all of Denver and Thomas Fairwether. Consideraare in the city on business connected tion of the schedule was expected
with the company
in a local barbt-r- :
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Does a General Banking
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fifty-fiv-
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Easter, April 7th
n.St"

ONTHISREJUYINATINGDAY
over." Amongthe
ler sex of us you see the new
satins and silks; new gowns
and jealous frowns; new hats
and new rat- s- but what's the
use, you know the idea new
finery and feathers wherever
mankind gathers!
This week's display of rew
NEW NOVELTY PIECE

sj

Eg

RSirNowx
felWW$ at the.

I

I

ppliifl Pattern

20

i

Including

a

J IH

y

are the best the,
market affords. The critical Xe .Sprinj.' Ladies' Home Journal 1'utteiD.s
buyer that is making ready for the Easter Day will be more
than " delighted " with the display of our store this week.
You will h old your breath when you see the new goods all
in Easter array. We cannot afford to misrepresent, but we
have no hesitancy in saying you never saw a more beautiful
"
display in this cit. Our motto, Honest Prices," are marked
We
KNOW,
piece for piece, and new goods
in every piece.
for new goods, you cannot beat the price.
GOODS

Flaxons, Fancy Whites and in Colors
Silk Mulls in a Beautiful Assortment of Colors,
Batistes, Beautiful !ew Designs
Silk Marquisettes, Latest Shades,
Foulards in Silk Finish, Many New Shades

.

.

50c. Per Yard
50c.

15c

"

50c.
20c.
60c.
$1.25

Kimona Silks, Full Yard Wide
Silk Messages, Finished Both Sides,
Princess Corded Silks,
Katona Silks, New Materials and Colors
Charmion Silks, Just What You Have Been Expecting,
New Shades and Colors in Ginghams,
Percales in All the New Colors
Linens in All the Staple Grades and Colors, . . .

75c
"

30c.
.
.
15c.

30c
"
"

to 25c.
15c.

15c. to 60c

"

k

CO.

W. N. TOWNSEND
For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

to

35c.
.

FOR HONEST

1

PRICES

j
i

FINE, NEW BRICK
DWELLING OF FIVE
ROOMS. Centrally lo- -

A

FOR SALI

cated and modern in

ev-

THIS IS ONE OF THE FINEST HOMES IN
ery particular.
SANTA FE and is going at; A BARGAIN if taken at once
$180000 CASH will handle this, with long time on balance.

JOSEPH B.

H

AYJWARD, MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

JUST RECEIVED

j

w

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

jt

119 San Francisco

Phone, Red 189.

I

St--

'

t

ADVANCE

Amoskeag

d,

All

fresh, new goods.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

.

and Zephyr Ginghams

r Cu CTnDP
5 VtvCj
Lr'AJjri
1

The January Preakfast Menu
is hardly complete without
Buckwheat Cakes and Maple
We have the Genuine New
York (First Prize) Buckwheat
Flour in bulk. If you prefer

the

JULIUS H. GERDES

Self-Risin-

ALWAYS WANT RELIABLE MERCHANDISE, but more

Two-Poun- d

SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

recom-

CHINA; WATCHES, CLOCKS

H. C. YONTZ,

San Franciso

Street

"
a

Packed

MONARCH

"

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice.

3

5

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

GOODS

DRY

Bed

Furniture

Room

THE

SWELLEST FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGNE-

CAN BUY.

YOU

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

at Burlington, Yermont.

Also have
"CANE AND MAPLE SYRUP."

At 25c. Per Pair.
There may be the size you want.
Come in and see.

SANTA CRUZ HONEY,

er Strained.

& SUPPLY CO.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

ti. S.

KAUNE & CO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Hardy Plants and Flowers

L

Phone. Black 204.

inpeir

::::

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Season.

415

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are
bill and
Our display rooms are
where
THE
it. It saves
it
your
for,

on
SAVES
EYES.
open for your
you
light
using
by having right
that-cabe seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

Palace Avenue.

f

(2
You pay

GO.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

S

it

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW THEM.

BRAND

SANTA FE HARDWARE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

LATEST STYLES and PATTERNS

44

We have a few odd
sizes in Rubber Heels
which we are selling out

Pure Maple Syrup

In Comb

MULLIGAN & RISING,

K

Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this New Idea " Furniture. You
-- -- -- will like it.
: ;m

Special Cut Prices I

Packages.

YOU

.

Reliable

we

g,

Aunt Jemima's

so in the Jewelry Line than any
other line, for you do not buy every day. Everything we
Af SmLIa.
i
UITCT DD
DC icuouic.
Sell yOU ITIUJI

Embroideries and Laces.

White Enamel

mend

San Francisco St.

In

RELIABLE!

GO.

Maple Syrup

Particularly Suited for Wash Dresses at the

A

j

8

H. S; KAUNE

Batiste and Swiss Flouncings,
Bandings.

Toile-du-Nor-

j

Buckwheat Cakes and

showing of Embroideries for Spring

OUR NEW SPRING LINE OF

3ST
T1

n

in

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

3 S

HUM

A

fAGE SIX

THE SAXTA PE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X.

i.

0 t. Louis Rocky

Pacific

GENERAL OFFICES
(
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Thief Got Away With $3,500 in Cur
rency After Slugging Cashier
Into Unconsciousness.

good-lookin-

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Dec, :iiat

Head Down !

large percentage of these unhappy
lives,
unhappy
homes are due to the illness ol the wife, mother or daughter. The feelings of
the pale and wrinkled face, hollow
nervousness, the befogged mind, the
and circled eyes, result most often from those disorders peculiar to women. For
g
she must naturally have good health.
the woman to be happy and
or constantly returning pains ana
Dragging-dow- n
feelings, hysteria,
aches are too great a drain upon a woman's vitality and strength. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription restores weak and sick women to sound health by regulating and correcting the local disorders which are generally responsible for the
above distressing symptoms.
" I suffered jrreatt:.- - for a number of years and for the past three
r,
Mtts. B. F.
years was so bad that life was a misery to me," writes
me I would have to

Company

Railway

FURTHER DETAILS OF
TULAROSA BANK ROBBERY.

HAPPY THO' MARRIED?
but a
There are
married

&

(Read Up)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1912.

M.

Tularosa, X. M., Feb. 7 Saturday
night, some time between 4 and 6
o'clock the Citizen's State bank, at
this place was the scene of a bold
.

HOME ENDORSEMENT.

H. W. Koenke, Wichita.
T. J. Scott, Las Vegas.
Montezuma.
H. L. Galles, Albuquerque.
C. S. Quickel, Alb.iquerque.
Charles Siringo, City.
Captain Bujac, Carlsbad.
Emily Burke, Three Twins.
Estelle Colbert, Three Twins.
Lon B. Blankenship,
W. C. Henderson, New York City.
George Ebner, New York City.
E. E. Geyer, Detroit, Mich.
G. W. McKean, Denver,
G. D. Dodson, Denver.
J. C. Phillips, Denver.
H. Hodgins and Mrs. Hodgins,
Three Twins.
Elsie Morgan. Three Twins.
Violet Lynest, Three Twins.
Eddie Heim, Three Twins.
Chick Hess, Three Twins.
C. J. Dixon Kansas City, Mo.
J. S. Fischer, Texhoma, Okla.
Dean Shelby, Alamogordo.
J. F. Abbott, New York City.
IT. C. Kinsell, Stanley.
A. W. Barton, Denver.
W. D. McGillivray, Cincinnati.
J. T. Moore, Denton.
Port-ales-

.

Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens
Tell You All About It.

Cm

Home endorsement, the public expression of Santa Fe people, should
be evidence beyond dispute for every
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheer- '.ully given by them will carry more
weight than the utterances of strangers residing in faraway places. Read
the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doa-- s
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
and they have done me a world of
A dull pain in the small of
good.
my back, sometimes extending into
my bladder caused me a great deal
of trouble particularly when I tool:
cold.
I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pair-i- n
my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended wtt'i
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
be just the medicine my case required
and the complete cure they brought
has led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
Foster-Milbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United

The cashier. H. S. Holloway
1
19
2
, Milts
STATION'S
12
20
was in the bank at the time prepar"
iu
p in
ing to make a remittance in currency
: io
o
Lv.. 1)68 Moines. N. M...Ar
4 00
to El Paso. On account of the time
7 l'i
4
Kunutido
3 50
11
05
3 30
hedmaa
fcr the payment of the "grass money"
20
16
8
15
8
Oapulln
to the Mescalero Indians a large
20
,
VttlH
3 05
a 35
50
25
2 45
amount of money was in the bank at
Thonr .m
9 10
31
2 25
Cunniutfhjsm
the time, but the cashier found that
9 35
42
Ollfton House N.M
155
10. 00
49
1 30
Ar
Rnton. N. M
I.v
payment was not to be made before
2 30
0
KttUm.N.M
,.Lv
Ar lu 15
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division today, and these lacking in
The Board then appointed Mar- to pall, pretty girls and well sung cialist on "femininitis," who seems
quality.
Cows, heifers and butcher cos Anaya night watchman for the lyrics. The Three Twins has abund- to have become a bit infected through Advertisements Place in Any Publicaance of both, but in addition the contact with so many men patients
Remov- grades also received a boost last week, quarter ending March 31st, 1912.
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tion in the World.. Write Us
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Gertrude Hutcheson, but his father Molly and Girls.
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Cuddle up a Little Closer, Lovey Phone
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his ward, Isabel Howard, Rose
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And by Appointment
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Opening Chorus, Dr. Hartman.
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ward, however, Is in love with Ned
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dispensed
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fcr this signature on every box. 25c.
Here opposite, is Mollie Summers, al- class music which Santa Fe has come
results.
brings
ways laughing, played by the dainty to expect of the local organization.
Dick-ove-

hold-up-

of Utica, Ohio, Koute 4. "T!ie doctors told
this winter
hospital before 1 would ever be better. A year aso
fotoa
1 suffered uko
and spring 1 was worse than ever before. At each period
one in torment, I an) the mother of six children. 1 was so bad for
live months that I knew somethinK must be done, bo I wrote to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, telling him as nearly as I could how I suffered. He outlined a
course of treatment which' I followed to the letter. 1 took two bottlesa
of ' Favorite Prescription aTid one of Golden Medical Discovery and
and have never suffered much since.
fi:"ty-cebrittle of 'Smart-Weed- ,'
I wish I could tell every sutfermir woman the world over what a boon
Dr. Pierce's medicines are. There is no use wasting time and money
doctoring witn anything else or any one else."
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ANYTHING

MINES AND MINING

Look at It
Makes You Hungry
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
Boston Cooking School Magazine
DIEGO theWhen
AT
company arrives unexpectedly,
this cream cake often covers au otherwise embarrassing situation, fur it
the place of any other dessert
The Archaeological Institute answers
as it can lie stirred up cpaickly.
K C Cream Cake
Washington Shows Cur-ti- s
cup butter; 1 cup sugar;
Z
yolks of eggs, beaten light; 1H cups
Photographs
sifted flour; 2 lezrl teaspoonfuls A' C
Baking 1'ozvder; yi cup cold 'uialcr;
whites of J eggs, beaten dry.
RECORDS
(ISO PHONOGRAPHIC
Cream the butter; add the sugar,
yolks of eggs and water; then the flour,
sifted three times with the liaking pow
Bake in
Uncle Sam Should Recognize der; lastly the whites of eggs.
two or three layers; put these together
Government
New'Republican
with cream filling, and dredge the top
84
with con f ectiouet ' s sugar .
of China.
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Santa Fe County.

Cecoraticns Are Used by Farm Hands
'
to Distinguish Their Different Callings
ON
-

DEMOCRATIC
INSINCERITY
THE WOOL BILL.

ISS3SEES

Santa Fe Gold and Copper Co.
On January 1, the company had
in the treasury as compared with
date
$:!S,S32 on the corresponding
last year.
President Westervelt has
stated that both smelter and mine
have been idle during the year, as ;t
was not deemed advisable to start
operations on account of the high

the strike.
Grant County.

A new model 41 steam shovel has Extracts From Speech of Hon. Serrno
E. Payne In the Last Session of
been put to work on the Hearst secHouse of Representatives
tion at Santa Rita. Work on the
Are Pertinent.
Homestake and Lucky Belle at Santa
Rita is being pushed with success.
The Golder Dream shaft has been
You brought in the wool bill. How
unwatered by Moody and a steam many agreed to it? 1 do not mean
hoist will be installed.
The shaft is now but when it was first proposed.
cost of coke and supplies. Ore reser- to be sunk to a depth of 200 feet.
How many of you agreed to it then?
A strike by David Matthews is reves are said to be ample for four
How many of you wanted a bigger
Treasurer Westlake says that ported in the Saccaton district, north duty on wool? How many wanted an
years.
p. M. Shelly absolutely free wool bill? It was reexpenses during the last year amount c.f Cliff on the Gila.
ed to $13,280. Mining and Engineer-- j grubstaked Matthews.
The strike is ported that a majority of the Demoa ledge ot rock ri ng boldly out cratic members
in
of the ways and
Journal.
ing
7
D.
Feb.
Perhaps
C,
Washington,
of the ground and some of the as- means committee, a majority of four,
Sierra County.
the majority of persons who have ever
The Rebate .Mining Company lias says containing free sold run into were in favor of free wool. They
given any thought to the history of the
Yielded to what?
Steam finally yielded.
completed the enlargement of the en- the thousands of dollars.
American Indian have wondered that
Steam shovel No.
at Santa Rita What is the influence behind this duty
more attention
v. has not received
gine and boiler room and will resume
the world's record last month. on wool? Are you advertising that
operations in sinking their shaft to broke
from students, and that so few atare a( present you are trying to appear so prettily
the contact. The Dude Good Luck Six steam shovels
tempts have ever been made to treat
before the American people, so nicely
people have the water down to the 20 literally tearing up the earth.
it from a sympathetic and scholarly
The three sections of the concen- and so divested of everything that you
not
level
foot
and
are
have
Cream
their
Filling
increasing
standpoint. These persons
trator, each 1000 tons, at Hurley, are have been ranting about for the last
tea- force with a view of retimbering.
cui sifted flour;
been aware, in all probability, that unnow in operation.
The first section ten years on the stump, that' the
2
hot
I
egxr,
milk;
cup
salt;
Sierra Free Press
der the patronage of the greatest of spoonful
l
1,000,000
produced
J
beaten
0f copper American people will put you in full
teaspoon-fupounds
'3
cup sugar;
light;
A rich strike is reported
American financiers a man peculiarly
on the in December and the mill will be nnccaaeinn r.f ttio nnirnrrrinTi t tn 1Q1''
vanilla extract; 1 ounce chocolate.
well qualified by education, temperalittle South Percha near the Grey Ea Slei turning out 3.000. nun nmimls f emi. You are on your good behavior. TwenMix flour and salt with a
ment and enthusiasm, was making the cold milk; s'ir into the lmt very
milk and mine. Kingston. Assays give returns of per a month.
Two more serrinns ty per cent duty on wool now. Some
study of the vanishing race the work cook ten minutes; add the chocolate 13 ounces, or $200 in gold and $4,000 will be completed and after that the of you can not help flopping over. I
and stir until it is melted ami evenly to $3,000 a ton in silver.
of his lite.
An old Chino Comnanv Will l.'lllk fifth in tl,o believe the caucus allowed you to
Edward S. Curtis has but recently blended with the flour mixture, then prospector named Burns is credited world as a nrodncer nf
speak when you got into the bouse
beat in the egg mixed with the sugar,
How many came in and said this is
begun to tell the world what his life and
vanilla.
the
lastly
work has revealed about the Indian.
only a step In the right direction, and
You need the K C Cook's Book, conHe has lived among the native tribes, taining this and 89 other delicious BEARS ATTEMPT TO
you hoped to get down to the Democratic idea by and by.
RAID STOCK MARKET.
eaten with them, traveled with them, recipes sent free upon receipt of the
Are you trying to justify what that
been adopted into their closest rela- colored certificate packed in every
Democrat from Lincoln, Neb.,
can of K C liaking Powder. Send But Made Little Impression Despite
great
tionsinitiated into their religious
Closing Quotations.
to the Jaqles Mkg. Co., Chicago
Not
New York, Feb. 7. Call money said about you masquerading?
Report of $2,000,000 More Gold
mysteries; in short, he has been one
but derelict to
2
Going to Paris.
Prime paper :!
of them to whom they told their saf 4;
Silver only masquerading
principle. He said he does not believe
5S7-8- :
their, interesting native peoples that have
Mexican dollars 47;
cred mythology and revealed
Copper
(Bv Special T,eas1 Wire to Trow Mexican) 13.70 14; Tin 43.S:,ff 4.r,0; Lead 3.95 that you can fool the people. Well,
bared souls as they could not do to ever lived.
New York, Feb. 7. An attempt by
Mr. Chairman, he ought to know he
One of the most interested and enU; Sugar
Amalgamated
any but one who seemed to be a man
to raid the stock market, gave M.0;
bears
has had ample experience (Laughter)
the
witnessed
who
thusiastic
persons
104
Atchison
loftiest
IN; Great Northern He
end brother actuated by the
does not believe that you can fool
of Mr. Curtis in Wash- it an appearance of activity for a 128
New York Central 110
themselves picture-operwhich
motives
they
as
ington, and listened to the strange time this morning. Although several Vnrthprn Pneifin IK'.l.o. Damlim, tr.c. the people by any such moonshine
owned.
ue - southern pacific 107 N; Union Pacif that. He has learned something from
was Col. D. C. .cou
beautiful
S.IMI1HJ,
but
music,
As a result of his long years of
his experience
why do you not try to
Collier, president of the San Diego tacK maue nuie impression on the ic 163
Steel n
Steel, pfd. 10S. learn
study and travel among the Red Men, exposition to be held in 1915.
list as a whole and the market fell
something also? Why do you
Lead and Spelter.
Mr. Curtis acquired innumerable phonot bring in what you actually beAmerican To-- j
"This merely proves to me," said again into listlessness.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 7. Ixad weak lieve?
Why do you not allow your
tographic studies of the greatest artis-tic-, Col. Collier, "the wisdom of the expo- becco showed the effects of disapSpelter quiet fi.3nff 0.40.
historic and ethnological value; he sition management in daring to strike pointment that no action was taken 3.92
people to vote as they actually beGrain and Provisions.
lieve? Why do you shut out my colsecured phonographic records of L';e out into new fields for interesting fea by the directors in regard to a diviChicago, lit., Feb. 7. Wheat May, league from New York (Mr. HarriSouthern
Indian languages and dialects, of the. tures.
Railway preferred
This graphic story of the dend.
July, 97
son), who is a member of the ways
latter more than one thousand being American Indian is not only fascinat rose on the report that the preferred 103
Corn May, CS: .l ily, 07 .VS.
and means committee? He is brimful
known; he secured also phono'graphic ing from an artistic point of view, but stock might be put on a four per cent
of this subject of free wool. Why not
May, 51
July, 47
records of songs, chants and other it is most important from an ethnolog- basis at the meeting of the board this Oats
Pork-Ma- y,
10.20.
let him in on this debate? Why close
music of the Indians. One result of ical and scientific standpoint.
What, week. Engagement of $2,000,000 more
Lard May, 9.:;n.
it up tonight? He might tell you
his labor is a work of the greatest th(ln Ku De tne importance of getting gold for Paris was almost unheeded
Ribs May S.77
something about It. He might hold
value, "The North American Indian," together at one time, under their own in the stock market. Most of the
He
up the Democratic
platform.
end another result is a series of lec- - natural conditions, representatives of favorite issues clung to the low level
hold up the Democratic bills
might
a
,
of
some
showed
but
the
hempicture-operasChicago.
western
of
specialties
the
in
all existing tribes
tures or rather,
that you put in one after another
Chicago, 111., Feb. 7 Cattlle Recombining music, pictures and nana- isphere? It is a gigantic task, but the better tone.
had a chance of passing
when
Bonds were steady.
ceipts 25,000. Market slow to 10c to them inyouthe house, and that you
five. It is the latter unique featjre exposition has entered on its perform-whichave
20c
southwest
lower.
some
we
in
Beeves
in
movements
the
and
occurred
Texas
most
Wide
$4.80
will
ance,
8.30;
great
the public
probably
passed In the house. He might tell
steers
western
stocks
never
the
is
steers
Inactive
im
but
that
of
impossibe
the
to
admit
$4.605.S0;
usually
anything
enjoy, and which has proved
you some wholesome truths on the
general market was almost motion-- ! $4.85(fi 7; stocers and feeders $3. soft whole subject. Is there any suppresmensely popular, creating a furore ble."
The Chinese Revolution.
less. Sears, Roebuck was down nearly 6: cows and heifers $2.1 0 6.55; sion over there? Is there an idea of
wherever shown.
With the abdication of the Manchus.f,v points and Republic Steel, pre 08 Ives $5.73f!8.23.
Indian Picture-Opertyranny, or are you afraid? Well,
Market
there seems to be little reason why ferred 11-2- .
Hogs
Receipts 47.000.
you are about as free as the white
The city of Washington recently had the powers of tne earth should not
to
5c
weak
lower.
Mixed
$5.80
and American
Texas Company
slaves we hear so much about.
two opportunities to enjoy the picture- - recognjze the new government
of
6.32
heavy $5.95fi 6.37
rough
Malting preferred gained 1
were
givCurtis.
of
Mr.
They
china.
operas
The market retraced its course. $5.956.10; pigs $4.255.83; bulk of
When the wool schedule is revised,
en under the auspices of the Archaeo-phis country, naturally in sympathy slowly in the afternoon.. Union Pa- - j sales jb.iofri b..:o.
it
may be possible to get a $30 suit
Hii the struggles of all peoples for cific mounted to 1641-4- , its early high,
logical Institute of America, and the
Sheep
Receipts 30,000. Market of clothes for $29.99. Albany Jourmost prominent people in Washington liberty, will doubtless be among the price, and Reading and Lehigh Valley, weak. 10 to 25e lower. Native $3.15 nal.
were patrons of the affair, and filled first, and it should be the first, to
also sold a fraction above yesterday's ff 4.63; western $3.40f?4.75: yearlings
s
theatre where the entertiSTment tend the hand of fellowship to the
$4.707.60; lambs native $4.2o6.60;
cose.
Work of Postoffice Department.
held. To attempt to describe in pie across the Pacific in whom we
U. S. Steel made up its decline and, western $4.506.65
Another pronounced feature of the
e few words the strangely beautiful have always felt a deep interest. That there was a decidedly firmer tone in
operations of the post office departKansas City.
ment under the present administration
muse, produced by a famous composer , we were compelled to keep out coolie the rest of the list, The close was
on the themes of the savage chants, laborers bas long ceased to be taken steady.
Kansas City, Feb. 7. Cattle Re- has been the marked decrease in the
and the pictures which seem to lay as any indication that we did not feel
7,000, including 300 southerns. fraudulent use of the mails, millions
ceipts
as
a people.
Market 10c lower. Native steers $5.40 of dollars being saved to the people
bare the poetic souls of the people friendly to the Chinese
OF
CAUSE
PESTS
INSECT
iuem
(?t 8.25 ;
who of all others that have ever lived i now tnat tney nave snown
southern steers $5i?rS.50: through the successful prosecutions
HIGH LIVING COST.
a free, represouthern cows and heifers $3.25ff which have taken place under the
were saturated with the poetry that selves to be desirous of
American
watchfulness of the postmaster gen-- ,
J -- 3 naiive cus aim ene, s
was theirs from, the most intimate, sentative government, the
of their These Pests and Plant Diseases Must
eral and his inspectors. The agitation,
uuw
auu
association with
teeueis
Nature, nation will show appreciation their amjsiucKers
Be Fought With Vigor Declares
and encourage
calves $4(37.50; western for an increase of the postage on sec-- 1
would be trifling with a great subject. aspirations
i$45.50:
Californian.
bitions.
ond class matter has resulted in a
'.steers $5.25fi7.40: western cows $3
Casual observers of the Red Men
' E Tariff Progress.
commission being appointed by the
0
to
New
Wire
know only what is most obvious, most
Leased
Mexican)
Having passed the tariff reduction (Bv Special
im-- ;
Market
president, which Is now considering;
16,000.
An
7
Feb.
Receipts
Hogs
D.
is
there
That
most
Washington,
C,
unpoetic.
sordid,
bill for steel and taken up sugar, the
this complicated question and the re-- ,
- 5c lower.
of
sales
liv6.25;
Bulk
$5.95?!
of
cost
the
in
Tne
casfactor
high
another side' to the Red Men
will undoubthas intirnated its readiness to portant
- suit of its deliberations
butchjjouse
and
sum
of
the
$6.20(75:6.30:
heavy
packers
money
ual observer would never learn. Now go down the entire line before No- - ing is the enormous
about a readjustment satislights $...80Q o.iu; edly bring
American government and farmers, are ers $6.10(fi 6.30;
that they are diminishing in numbers, vember.
factory to all concerned. The estabobliged to spend every year in fight- pigs $4.2o(io.
in power, in the extent of their sway,
lishment of postal savings banks has
6.000.
Market
Receipts
and
Sheep
insect
diseases
pests,:
ing plant
it is well that someone is perpetuating WHEAT ROSE IN PRICE
proved a great success wherever tried
lambs
10c
Muttons
lower.
River-of
$3.254.60;
to
Mills,
James
what is noble, great and aspiring
and the system will be extended as
IN CHICAGO PIT. according
and
fed
wethers
6.40;
$5.25(ft
a
yearlings
as
representaside, California, who
about them.
rapidly as possible.
ewes
fed
$2.75ffi4.
tive of the California horticultural $3.755.50;
It seems safe to predict that in the
Now that the Indian is no longer a Strength in Liverpool and Smaller Of- convention and of the Citrus Growers:
near future letter postage will be remenace to "civilization" to an extent
leg-- j
ferings at Minneapolis
of
Cotton,
the
in
interest
here
is
League,
duced to one cent on first class mail
that requires the maintenance of milithe Cause,
islation aimed to help these cond;-- ! New York, N. Y., Feb. 7 Cotton
rural
tary posts to keep him good by force (By Special leased vffrre to "few Mexican! tions. He consulted today with Sec- - spot closed quiet, 25 points higher; and that the extension of the
free delivery system will go on until
of arms, there is a great awakening
Chicago, 111., Feb. 7. Wheat rose in
Dr.'
of Agriculture
Wilson,
middling uplands, 10.15;; middling every portion of the country secures
of interest in him. Recently he was price today as a result of strength in retary
Howard of the Bureau of Entomology, gulf, 10.25. No sales.
to
satisfactory mail service.
that
fear
in
due
the
supplies
to
WashingLiverpool
organize
encouraged
and other department officials who
ton a great society in which all the of contract grade will be insufficient. are interested
in the fight againstj DANSH KNG TAKEN
The Reform of Business.
remaining tribes are expected to par- Minneapolis prices also indicated plant pests and diseases.
j
The senate committee on commerce
WHILE WALKING.
Brotherhood, smaller receipts fro mnow on.
ticipate, the Indian
Mr. Mills declared tnat tne cantormeets again to reinvestigate the trust
which will some day have a vast lodge
The opening figures here were
nla delegation in Congress was solid- Passed Satisfactory Night But is Suf- question. It will hear witneses and
104
at
of stone and steel and glass in the to
started
higher. May
behind him in the effort to keep
criticism and suggestions as to the
fering From Inflammation of
and ad- ly the Mediterranean fly which has
to
a gain of
Capital city where the Brotherhood to
out
the
present law and the situation it conrelics
Lungs.
and
the
council
fires
can hold
The close was Teached Hawaii and is threatening
vanced to 104
The National Civic Federation,
fronts.
be
can
preof the fading nations
net lower California.
steady, with May
fPv Special Leased Wire t New Mexican? meanwhile, has sent out a variety of
served.
Long before the race fades at 103
Feb. 7. An official juestions to 20,000 representative men
"The many pests already here, Conenhaeen.
into the twilight of history, however
The firm cables made corn offerings
all having come from foreign buletjn issue( tnis morning by the In all walks of life. The answers to
,
there will be held a great Congress of light and pushed up prices. May open-1-- virtually
countries,", said Mr. Mills, the gov-- phySicjans in attendance on King the questions by the Civic Feredation
Indian tribes in the cityvof San Diego,
to
and ernment should take steps to see that Fredrick, who last evening, while will be tabulated, studied and filed
to
dearer at 68
exCal., at the big
ascended to 68
Closing prices we do not import any more of these; out waiiing( was seized with a
with the senate committe for its use.
position during the entire calendar were steady with May at 68c, a net
which cost us millions yes, den jiness sayg: "The King passed a All of these things betoken progress.
year 1915. Here the Indians of North loss of
ex
I'll say a million in our efforts to
satjgfactory night. He slept well, but They mean continuation of the process
of Mexico, Central and
America,
Bull leaders purchased
freely of terminate them and in the losses ironv nag a litte ever arjSing from slight of national education on this question
South America, will be represented
to c higher fruit and plant destruction. We navet luflammation of the lungs."
which has ben going on for months, a
oats.
May started
bj families and tribes, each one living at 52
c
to a good quarantine line by whicn we
serious and widespread effort to enlist
climbed
52
and
to
habiin
in its own little reservation,
the best thoughts of the country to
ran keep out diseased animals, and
tations such as have become distinc 52
"UESTION
consider together with those in au
THE DOCTOR
should we have one that will keep outi
Initial
were
Provisions
heavy.
tive of the various tribes, and followthority, on whom action must rest, the
5c down with May diseased plants and insect pests.
were 2
sales
one
each
which
in
the
occupations
ing
best things to be done. Indianapolis
for
for pork; 9.32
Much Sickness Due to Bowel DisThe desert Indians making 16.22
excels.
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for
8.77
8.
ribs.
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and
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orders.
MURDERER
their
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NEW
silver ornaments, weaving
conwhen
CHAIR.
first
TO
A doctor's
SENT
question
mous blankets, modeling their prized,
The President's Attitude.
sulted by a patient is, "Are your bow
artistic pottery, weaving the basketry FIFTY PERSONS PERISHED
It is safe to say that nothing Is
IN SIBERIAN SNOW STORM. Allison McFarland
Who Killed His els regular?" He knows that 98 ot
which has no equal anywhere else in
farther from the thought of the presillness is attended with inactive bowthe world? these and other Indians! (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Wife Must Expiate His Crime
ent Incumbent of the White House
con7. Fifty
Feb.
this
and
perthat
oc
Death.
Siberia,
Isbim,
and
With
els
liver,
Month
characteristic
their
Next
torpid
demonstrating
than that the Republican party is
while
snowstorm
and
a
sons
in
removed
be
never
dition
must
perished
gently
cupations will make a feature
menaced with supplanting by
gravely
renear
can
road
be
New
to
the
Wire
Mexican)
here,
before duplicated at any exposition or traveling along
thoroughly before health
By Special Leased
Democratic.
The fact that some
the
Mc
7.
Allison
NV
Feb.
from
J.,
Newark,
stored.
elsewhere, and of itself will warrant They were caught in a drift
affect to see, namely, that the party
of murdering
forty-fou- r
found
have
a
been
which
are
guilty
and
positive,
Orderlies
corpses
Rexall
seas
across
Farland,
in
anyone
traveling
bas reached a crisis in its career and
his wife, Evelyn, by giving her cyanide pleasant, and safe remedy for consti- that In the
continents to study some of the most dug.
natural course of events
of potassium, was sentenced today by pation and bowel disorders in gener- at an off election
decide to
the
Chief Justice Gummere to die in the al. We are so certain of their great send more Democrats people
to congress than
week
rein
the
Trenton
to
at
chair
we
electric
promise
curative value that
Sufferers from Rtomaeh irregularities are kept
McFarland's turn the purchaser's money in every they have been doing for some time
heinnnine March 17.
painfully conscious of having a stomach. If
back, does not constitute an element
such poor sufferers can only be induced to
counsel says he will appeal.
case when they fail to produce entire In the chances of the party in power.
TAKE STOMAUX, the digestion remedy
will
satisfaction.
known
Europe,
they
throughout
favorably
soon be rid of any reminders that they have
TURKISH CABINET ORDERS
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like canstomachs.
ITALIANS TO CLOSE UP. dy, they act quietly, and aid in proA Touch of Pity.
The distressingaccompaniments of Bad Dltesttoa will d i sappear Headaches, Backaches,
heal-ii'Heart Palpitations, Vertiio, Flatulency, Nausea, Sleeplessness, Bat Bresth, Anaenia, Conducing a soothing, strengthening,
A tender-hearteyouth was once
etc.
Comstipation,
influence on the entire intestinal present at an Oxford supper, where
Their Private Banks, Insurance
No matter how obstinate your case has been, a trial of the agreeable, safe and marvelous
tract. They do not purge, gripe, cause the fathers of those assembled were
panies and Orphanage in Turnausea, flatulence, excessive loose- heing roundly abused for their parsl- key Must Suffer.
tB" Special Leaf-- Wire -- o ?ew Merream. ness, diarrhoea, or other annoying ef
.u uyy.yiug uib
Constantinople, reo. 7. Tne Tur- fect. Thev are especially good for
indecided
to
today
put
kish cabinet
children, weak persons, or old folks.
":"V"C' " "1Leu uv "'
"
to force the order for closing all Ital Three sizes, 10c, 25c. and 50c. Sold
ha
.
,
will bring yon back your normal stomach. It haa cored cases of many years' standing. A
ian institutions in Turkey, including only at our store The Rexall Store.
.After all, gentlemen,' he said,
trial bottle will convince; a few bottles will cure. Ask Your Druggist.
banks, insurance companies The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Fran-ciec- j ns remember that they are our fellow- private
YOKK.
NEW
E. FOUCERA
CO. Agcata II.
I and the orphanage at Scutari.
St.
creatures." A' a.r.nt
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FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
One of the oldest Michaelmas hiring
New Mexican.
Inquire
anfairs in England was held in the
cient market place of High Wycombe,
Wanted A girl for general houseFrom a
Buckinghamshire, recently.
wide radius, including parts of the work. Address X, New Mexican.
three counties of Bucks, Berks and
Oxon, farmers and agricultural emTENT COTTAGE for sale cheap if
ployes in all departments flocked into taken at once. New wall Tent with
the town early Ui the morning.
fly. W. N. Townser.d.
Harvesting having been finished, the
attendance was much larger than
Ma"FOR SALE Singer Sewing
usual, and there was a general disposition to "change hands," though the chine with latest attachments. New.
112 Marty St.
A bargain.
average terms of remuneration showed very little alteration.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard halt
Several old time customs still prewell. Must be
vail, both at the hiring and in regard with six tables pays
to the conditions upon which farm sold at once Price flCuO. O. C. Wathands are engaged for the 12 months. son Co.
"
For instance, plowmen decorate their
buttonholes with strings of whipcord
WANTKI) A first class salesman
to denote their distinctive calling; jtu bandit our line in Santa Fe and
shepherds display tufts of wool in vicinity. Good proposition. Bond
caps and their foreloc ks, and oth- quired. Write Grand Union Tea Co,
er farm hands utilize horsehair and Colorado Springs, Colorado.
fancy ribbons and rosettes for their
!. .WWTFD Situation
personal adornment.
as assistant
A good deal of time was occupied
bookkeeper or plumber's apprentice
in "making the best terms," and in ac Some
in both. Handy at
cordance with precedent of many anything. Ed. Phillips,
242
Agua
years standing the engagements were Fria Street.
conditional on the supplying of "beer."
or "harvesting allowance," as it is
UUOMS FOTi KENT One, three,
called. The old fashioned custom of
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
in
servants
enlisted
this
hiring
way
a good deal of public interest. The for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
handsome dining room, excepfair, relegated from the Large,
pleasure
streets to a spacious enclosure in the tionally nice and well suited for
town, attracted thousands, and it will boarders.
be continued as usual for three days.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
POOR CARE TAKEN OF SHOES platens furniBhed. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, exchanged
If Workmen Were Careful of Them anJ rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrites guarthe Business Wouldn't Be What
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExIt Is Now.
change. Phone 23 "i.
"Did you ever notice," said the shoo
salesman, "that the people who tnke
the poorest care of their shoes are tho
ones who can least afford to get
It's a fact, though. Next time
MASONIC,
you ride in the Subway when the car
Montezuma
Lodge
isn't so crowded you can see people's
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
feet take a look at the row of shoes.
Regular communi
You'll find the laborers and working
cation first Monday
men of all sorts wear shoes that show
of each month at
no signs of care since they came from
a
Masonic - Hall
the factory. The heavy brognns that
7.30.
once were black have become the colALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
or of natural leather; you can see
where shoes that have been wet have CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
warped, lost all shape and are ready
Sania Fe Chapter Ne.
to crack; and those that haven't been
R. A. M. Regular
wet are just drying up as the life of
con.TOca.tion
the leather oozes out. I tell you. if
second
the workingmen cared for their shoes
Monday of each most1)
at Masonic Hall a
properly the shoe business wouldn't
be what it is now. I am not talking
7:30 p. m.
about 'shine,' and I haven't any speCHAS. A. WHEELON,
cial brand of blacking to sell. It's oil
H. P.
the leather needs, and it isn't oil that ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
makes shoes shine. When the farmers used to wear cowhide boots be,
Santa Fe Commander?'
fore they plowed and milked by ma
No. 1, K- - T. Regulai
chinery they used to take care of
conclave fourth Mon-them by keeping them greased with
day in each month at
tallow, and the country store didn't
Masonic Hs.Il at 7:3(
sell more than one pair of shoes a
p. m.
men
do
wbo
to
a
man.
But
the
year
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
the heavy work now are not so wise, W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
and the shoe trade takes toll of their
ignorance.
j
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Golden Matrimonial Age.
An Interesting and unusual estimate
of the proper age for matrimony Is
that advanced by Mrs. Vivian, head
and founder of the National Society of
of California.
The
the Daughters
happiest and most successful marriages, she says, are those between
the man of 50 and the woman of 35.
At that age of discretion, she
claims, the male has become more
mellow and tolerent as well as more
solvent. On the other hand she intimates that a girl of 20 is much harder
to get along with than to get along
without, and that there ought to be
laws prohibiting people marrying before they are 30 years old.
When Mrs. Vivian's theory gets
into working order the bachelor entering the bald, corpulent age of 50
may as well leave hope behind. If Dr.
Dsler doesn't get him the Daughters
it California will. Success.
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Catchy Advertising.
A Dutchman bad a cart from which
he peddled Wienerwurst sausage. One
"You
day he saw on a bake wagon:
need a biscuit." It struck him as a
good advertisement, so he painted on
his cart: "You need a biscuit, but you
need a wiener wurst."

ill

-

4

4

8

Monday of each month
7:30 o'clock in th
evening la
Masonic Hall, south Bide of Plata.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT.
32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

at

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

Its regular session oi
the second and fourth.
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invitee and
J.

D. SENA,

j

F. W. FARMER
Homestef.d No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thura

days. Fireman's

Hall. H. Foremaw,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. iec. Fred F.
Alaria.

known his wife only two weeks before
they were married."
"Weli, buying an automobile la a
serious thing,"

8

Santa Fe Camp

13514,

Superior.

2

2

HURRY-U- P

POET

m

!

A.
Tues-

Santa Fe
067:1,

R.

Camp
N. A.

No.

meets

first Tuesday of each
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Elks'
Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,

Oracle.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.

Get Rid of Your

Have you Hurnlnhecnooms to Reitf
little campaign Want advertising
to the New Mexican will keep the
from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns are
ilways looked up closely and It will
pay you well to use them.

Stomach Troubles

A

11

g

d

-

:

o

W.

day each month, so
Tourist You must get some busicial meeting tilrt
ness here, advertising "All the Comforts of Home for One Dollar."
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Visting eel go-Rural Landlord We did until the
fellow opposite opened up with "None bori welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE, CVuiul.
of the Discomforts of Home for Two
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
Dollars." Puck.

2

mm

M.

ineets second

8

a

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

When Care Is Advisable.

a

No,

460, B. P. O. E. holds

"It took Branscomb six months to
make up his mind concerning the kind
of an automobile he would buy."
"Yes, and I understand that he had

4

Panama-Californi-

the third

r
Santa Fe uoige
Perfection No. 1, HUt
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets oa

J

i

j

In-;o-

The Noveii8- t-I understand that
u F,n?usb POet gets $5o a uue
tor his verse.
The Struggling Poet If thav was
'

,vC!1H

,,

Are You a Seller7 An anvertlstc
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on fhe market effectively. It will put
the facts of 7our property before the
eyes of alt possible bu'eia.
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a well known freighter at Silver City,
was badly injured in a runaway. He
was carried to the Silver City hospi-

The Home of Quality Groceries

"imi'iinyimiiiw
r t ib a
i i

L

mm

IS

Home

-

11

tal.
Daughters of the American Revolu1
i
tion The local chapter of the DaughIF W 1
ters of the American Revolution met
this afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. L. A. Harvey. The organization will elect officers for the ensuing
year.
!
Turning Cloudy It is gradually
turning cloudy today and increased
cloudiness is predicted
for - tonight
WHEN UP THE STUMP CALL US UP
and Thursday with warmer weather,
AND WE'LL HELP YOU DOWN BY SUGGESTING SOMETHING GOOD
which it is hoped will bring rain or
snow. The maximum temperature in
tte shade yesterday was 43 degrees
THAT WILL APPEAL TO YOUR APPETITE.
and in the sun 72 degrees. The mini-- '
mum last night was 20 degrees.
!
Liked Dog Better Than Wife Alleg8 lbs. Root Vegetables, Assorted, : : : 25c
lbs. Standard Tomatoes,
9 Cans 2
ing in his petition that his wife told
$1.00
him that she would like a dog better,
13 Cans 10c Milk,
: : : 25c, 35c and 45c per doz.
$100
Oranges,
Simon Salazar yesterday filed suit in
the district court at Albuquerque for
a
an absolute divorce from his wife,
Lucero de Salazar.
He alleges
abandonment, gross disregard of his
wife of her duties toward him and toward their home and family.
Why are Sunday dinners usually the
President Cahoon Resigns The ex
ecutive
committee of the Bankers' As-- j
best?
THE DULY BQU8D UP.
scciation in session at Albuquerque
yesterday accepted the resignation of
A. Cahoon of Roswell and
Hand Painted Valentines and Post President E.
R. J. Palen and CashMajor
appointed
Goebei
Co.
Cards at the W. H.
ier J. Howard Vaughn of Santa Fe a
Girl Dead of Pneumonia
Five year
committee to draft a new banking
eld Maria Luz Gutierrez, daughter of
code for the state. Governor McDon-- j
Mr. and Mrs. Santiago Gutierrez, died
aid addressed the banks and promised
HEADQUATERS
of pneumonia at Albuquerque.
his aid in the passage of such a code.
FOR
Grape Fruit Knives can be had at
Sunshine Through the Dark a bio- GOEBELS.
It's at the
A deed from W. H. graph and a good one.
HIGH-GRAD- E
Deed Recorded
8S
S3
j
Elks' tonight.
both
of
to
Santa
Erasmus
Gaw,'.
Hough
D. F. Sechrist. 33 years bid,!
Died
HAVE YOUR WATCH
Cruz, for land 80 yards by 1,000 yards,
located near that place, was recorded died Sunday morning after a long illCLEANED OCCASIONALLY
He is survived by his wi-- j
in the office of M. A. Ortiz, county ness here.
j dew
and two small children.
WATCH will run without
j
clerk this morning.
The)
oil or cleaning longer than
See Change of Advertisement of the bedy was shipped yesterday to his! by the pastor on the theme, "The of Ricardo Alarid, Justice of the Peace,
Because the better the day the betKansas. Fun-- most important question of life for the Precinct No. 4, in the city of Santa
ter the meal!
Capital Dining Room on page four. It old home at Tonganoxie,
any other piece of machin.
.
f.
Fe.
cooked and eiai cuiiu.icieu vuy lviuinguu
of
food
tells
aimj ms-- - individual."
good
properly
but
occasionit
needs
both
ery
Mrs. J. E. Armstrong, 52 years
Man Accused of Murder
well served.
Drunken
ing.
I will sell to the highest bidder for
ally.
f
Fire The damage to the' o'd, wife of J. E. Armstrong, the man Beastly drunk, his shirt front and j cash a lot of nearly new house-holMeats for Sunday Dinners Roswell
If you will consider thtt the rim of
plant of the Roswell Printing Com- ager of the Pankey ranch, near Lamy, wrist bands spattered with blood, Jose turniture. This is a great opportunity
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
Besides her! Fernandez, who served a term in the to pick up some
pany at Roswell by fire yesterday af- died Monday evening.
miles a clay, you will not grudge your
bargains in
ternoon was $1,200, fully covered by husband she is survived by two daugh- penitentiary, was arrested at Silver
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
s
furniture. G. A. Hansen,
Pieces
Are
bnce a year. It will increase the
insurance. The entire stock of paper ters 'and a brother, John P. Wieder. City, charged with the murder of Mrs. mortgagee.
A Liberal Amount of Suet With Each
life and accuracy of your watch.
Funeral services were held at 11 Bessie Potter, aged 65 years, at Siland ink was destroyed.
Leave your watch with "us
Amado Chaves for Marshal Con- o'clock this morning at the ranch and ver City, yesterday morning.
Mrs.
MISS M'FIE Wl L TEACH MUSIC.
gressman H. B. Fergusson is urging burial was in the cemetery at Lamy. Potter had been a resident of Grant
HS9EK33S3HEE3H
President Taft to appoint Amado Cha- The Rev. Shimer officiated and Mulli- - county the past forty years. Her
Miss Mary McFie having made argan and Rising conducted the burial. throat had been cut from ear to ear,
That Suits Every Good Cook! ves, former superintendent of public
3
so that she will not return
rangements
instruction and former mayor of SanIt's an Edison and a good one "Pull and her skull crushed with a large to
this spring and summer,
Chicago
ta Fe, U. S. marshal to succeed C M. for the Shore, Sailor." It's at the Elks' stone.
"
will teach music to a limited number
Our
'
Foraker.
Boasts,
Among
tonight.
of pupils n addition to those she now
Old Timer is Dead Nicolas Lucero
The Most Important Question ' in
PUBLIC SALE.
has. She will instruct pupils in either
Furniture and
72 years, died at Ranches de Life Last night the services in the j
Are Our Sunday Roasts! aged
or instrumental music, or in
vocal
On
at
the
10th,
Saturday, February
Atrisco, where he lived all of his life, First Presbyterian church had to be!
fiom an illness contracted last week dispensed with on account of the j hour of eleven o'clock, at the office sight reading.
Qeensware.
They 5hould Grace Your Tables. attending the funeral of his daughter, chimney refusing to draw through beSofia.
ing filled with soot. The janitor had;
Md on in Clovis D. L. Maye, the cleaned out the pipes leading" frtfrni
new sheriff of Curry county, is putting the furnace to the chimney but
CASH PAID FOR
thej
on the lid at Clovis and will sup- trouble was further "up. Consequently'
1
street
and
by
running
press gambling
with the accumulation of gas ifndi
Phone 92.
denizens of the red light district, of smoke in the pipes seeking an outlet
which Clovis, unfortunately main- through every crack and creyfCe, 'the
A NEW
one.
church building was soon filled.1 with;
Light Plant Sold The Deming elec- tains
tric light plant has been sold to the
Tonight's Program at the Elks': smoke and was unendurable,, for Bit-1
AT THE
Federal Light and Traction Company Sunshine Through the Dark; Papa's tings. The trouble will be remedied!
of New York which also owns the Al- Letter, and Pull for the Shore Sailor. today and the evangelistic services'
Tenny Badly Hurt V. A. Tenny, will continue tonight at 7:45. There
buquerque, Las Vegas and Trinidad
E
BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE.
for a time a resident'of Santa Fe, and will be special music and a sermon I
electric plants.

I
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EACH DAY BRINGS IT'S PROBLEM

Of

What to Order for the Coming: Meal

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS!

Phone

No. 4

Phone

SP TZ.

Bp

No. 4

f

Delicious Cake
Healthful Food

ii

1--

F. ANDREWS.

riaity Discmis

1

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

:::::::

ii
ii

made wiih

Gre-gcri-

C1EAM
1 Baking?!bwdertf

5

THE JEWFLER.

rap

The product of

grapes

i&

Watches

A

ii

i

,

and

T"

i

Clocks.

" Time

d

Our Long Suit.

That
Reliable."

first-clas-

i

j

FINE ROAST!

W

0. 5.

LoizO

i

I

j
j

y

LOOK!
FLOWERS

Plaza MarketCo.

Secondhand Goods

I

GO-CAR- T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at
the Right Price!

I

Clarendon Garden Flower Stand in

i

i

w

;

GREEN
IBB I

Thursday, Feb. 1st to

Monday, Feb. 12th

STITCH

EVERY

A BARGAIN

OUT! for the GREEN TAG SALE and get your full share
WATCH the good clothes of Hart, Schaffner & Marx, the best line in
the City, best in the State and the very best in the country. Spring Clothing is on the road, we need room, and this store does not deal in "Carry Overs." This is our

he garments that the great cut in price can be
season for the sale. We have GREEN-TAGGEClearance Sale.
seen at once. This is nothing but a fair, square," open and above-boar- d
D,

Early Buyers Will

Fare Best

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

$32.50 Suits
"
27.50
25.00

"

22.50

"

Marx Clothes

for $27.50 $27.50 Overcoats
"
" 22.00 25.00
. ;;;;;.;v .'
"
" 20.00 22.50
. . .
" 17.50 27.50 Raincoat
$25.00 Raincoat . . for $20.00
.

.

.

...

HATHAH

for $22.50

.

.

.

.

"

20.00

.

.

"

17;50

.

.

" 22.50

